
1
Language in mission

UNIT

Part one
Vocabulary and structure

1  Word building

Complete the following sentences with the proper form of the words given in brackets.

 1 (condensed)  Due to an emergency, the president had to  his speech to half 
its original length. 

 2 (proficiency)  The student became  in French after living in Paris for about 
one year. 

 3 (competent)  The new human resources manager showed great  in 
interviewing new employees. 

 4 (criticism)  The young man was  for his lack of sense of responsibility 
for both his family and society. 

 5 (adjust)  According to your suggestion, I have made the  to my final 
plan of the project.

 6 (expand)  The CEO is fully aware that the future  of the business calls 
for two new factories. 

 7 (negotiate)  The two companies are in a  on a contract which will bring 
great profits to both parties. 

 8 (civilization)  If we describe people or their behavior as , we mean that 
they are polite and reasonable. 

 9 (precise)  The professor tells his students that every scientific experiment demands 
a very high degree of .

10 (quotation)  During the five-minute speech, the expert  three examples to 
support his point. 

11 (adequate)  There is an intense debate among scholars and experts about the 
 and effectiveness of higher education. 

12 (repetition)  The poor old woman  told whoever she met about the 
terrible accident. 
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13 (exclaim)  Upon hearing the news about his mysterious neighbor, he uttered an  
 of surprise. 

14 (confusion)  The new driver got completely  at the different road signs on 
the highway. 

15 (desperate)  The woman in rags looked at me wide-eyed as if to say: Can you 
understand my ?

2  Phrases and expressions

Fill in the blanks with the expressions given below. Change the form where necessary. 

run into apply to focus on make sense

distinguish between thrust upon feel obliged to end up

be absorbed in leave behind

 1  Eventually, the big disagreement between the two organizations  with a 
win-win solution. 

 2  During the development of human society, scientific discoveries are often  
industrial production techniques.

 3   His explanation does not  at all, so I guess he is not telling us the truth. 
 4  He  the famous writer at the station, which is really to his surprise. 
 5  Many college students  gain social experience as well as financial 

support by taking part-time jobs. 
 6  These are some noticeable features that can help  spoken English and 

written English. 
 7  The Japanese swimmer was  in women’s 100 m freestyle final.
 8  The book  detailed analysis of the rise and fall of the Roman Empire. 
 9  The little boy  the cartoon and he didn’t hear the doorbell ringing at all. 
10  He showed great reluctance to accept the responsibility  him by his 

family. 

3  Collocation

Complete the sentences with suitable words from the collocation box. Sometimes more 
than one collocation is possible. 

Verbs frequently used with distress:

suffer, conceal, relieve, cause, ease, feel

 1  The increasing unemployment rate of the country will  great distress to 
countless families. 

 2 He tried to  his distress but his trembling voice told us the truth. 
 3  In order to  his distress, we told the boy to think about the misfortune in a 

positive way. 
 4 The wild animals  great pain and distress when they are hunted. 
 5 In a civilized society, everybody should  distress and anger at such an evil.
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Prepositions frequently used with horizon: 

above, below, beyond, on, over

 6 The sun was sinking swiftly  the western horizon. 
 7  I’m not sure how we’ll reach that better place  the horizon, but I know 

we’ll get there. 
 8  There is no doubt that even more new weapons are just  the horizon. 
 9  On Mercury, the sun is constantly  the horizon for 88 days. 
10  They have become aware of the possibilities  their own limited horizons. 

4  Cloze

There are 20 blanks in the following passage. For each blank there are four choices 
marked A, B, C, and D. Choose the one that best fits into the passage.  

Are you a motivated learner of English? Let’s compare two English learners, Lora and Julie. 
Lora is a typical English learner with an 1  low level of motivation. To be specific, 
she is 2  all English homework and has occasional moments of high motivation. 3 ,  
she only studies the day before her English test or 4  she doesn’t feel comfortable to 
communicate with an English speaker. Her inability to express herself 5  her to improve 
her English. However, this never lasts long. 6  she spends two whole days before an 
exam studying 7 , it’s still inadequate. She forgets 90 percent of the things she learned 
within a month. This is no surprise because the human memory 8  is short and you need 
to review things all the time; 9  , you just forget them. 

Now let’s look at another English learner, Julie. She has been reading 10  stories written 
in simplified English, believing it will be 11 . She reads different stories almost every 
day for 30 minutes to 12  her vocabulary. She has bought an English-English dictionary 
and uses it to 13  English words that she doesn’t know or are unfamiliar to her for their 

14  meanings. It was hard to study regularly at the beginning since every sentence was 
a(n) 15  to her. Fortunately, now she can read much faster. 16  reading, she often 
sees the words that she has learned in the past two weeks and writes down the words that she 
is unfamiliar 17 . 

Obviously, Julie’s concentration on reading has made her a more 18  English learner, but 
she wants to be even more 19  in using English. Because she reads regularly, she forgets 
little and her English 20  keeps growing. She will soon be able to read newspapers and 
other resources written for native speakers. 

 1 A elaborately B operationally C inevitably D evidently
 2 A apparent to B allergic to C appealing to D attaching to
 3 A In comparison B In contrast C For example D As a case
 4 A when B whether C how D unless
 5 A launches B plans C pushes D introduces
 6 A No matter B Whatever C Moreover D Even if
 7 A massively B expensively C intensively D progressively
 8 A span B range C gap D space
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 9 A nevertheless B otherwise  C furthermore D however
10 A confident B abundant C extensive D expensive
11 A crucial B beneficial C favorable D preferable
12 A enlarge B extend C grow D swell
13 A look into B look for C look down D look up
14 A absolute B rigid C precise D strict
15 A demand B inquiry C request D challenge
16 A Where B While C Whereas D As
17 A with B to C in D at
18 A grateful B graceful C successful D helpful
19 A distinctive B executive C affirmative D competitive
20 A productivity B proficiency C efficiency D accuracy

Part two
Grammar study
强调句
强调句通常有两种句式：一种是It is / was … that / who …，另一种是What … is / was …。这

里重点学习后者。What … is / was …强调句式可以用来强调主语、谓语和宾语。此外，当

特别强调某一事物时，可以用all代替what。

在 这 种 句 式 中， 常 见 的 动 词 主 要 有：like，enjoy，love，want，prefer，dislike，hate，

need，表示“喜欢”、“想要”、“憎恨”、“需要”等；还有动词do。

注意以下例句中的What … is / was …结构：

His right ring finger bled.
→ What bled was his right ring finger. (强调主语)

She collects all the relevant information on the Internet.
→ What she does is (to) collect all the relevant information on the Internet. (强调谓语)

I need your spiritual support and trust.
→ All / What I need is your spiritual support and trust. (强调宾语)

I like a piece of chocolate cake for dessert.
→ What I like for dessert is a piece of chocolate cake. (强调宾语)

倒装句
倒装主要指主谓语语序的倒装（inversion）。将谓语的一部分提到主语之前叫做部分倒装；将

谓语全部提到主语之前叫做全部倒装。这里主要学习以下几种：

1 由hardly，no sooner … than，little，under no circumstances，nor等引导的部分倒

装。例如：

Hardly do I know about the accident.
No sooner had we left than it began to snow heavily.
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Little did she know about the wedding ceremony.
Under no circumstances will I tell them the secret.
I will not ask others about the detailed story; nor will I check if it is true in person.

2 在so … that句型中，so在句首时，主句倒装，that从句不用倒装。例如：

 So deeply did her speech impress the audience that they applauded for about three 
minutes.
 So quickly did the girl finish her task that the teacher praised her in front of all the 
pupils.

3 only位于句首修饰状语时，主句倒装。例如：

 Only when every participant realizes the importance of the mission will it be possible 
to accomplish it effectively.
Only if Mary goes to the party will I go.

1  Rewrite the following sentences by introducing “what-clause” to the parts to be 
emphasized without changing the original meanings.

1  The branch of a famous private bank in Los Angles went bankrupt last month. (强调

主语)

 
2 The student submits her essay through a website. (强调谓语)

 
3 He broke his promise of giving up smoking completely. (强调谓语)

 
4 The editor needs a new laptop. (强调宾语)

 
5 I have been looking for the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English. (强调宾语)

 

2  Complete the following sentences by translating into English the Chinese given in 
brackets with “what-clause”.

1   (毁了足球比赛的) was the unexpected heavy 
rain yesterday. 

2   (那位老大爷所做的) is (to) open the door 
whenever someone knocks at it. 

3   (他现在想做的) is (to) get there as quickly as 
he can. 

4   (她所需要的) is some constructive suggestions 
from the experienced workers. 

5   (关于这部电影我最喜欢的) is the sincere 
performance of the actor. 
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3  Complete the following sentences by translating into English the Chinese given in 
brackets with inversion structures.

 1   (他几乎不知道) that his parents are planning 
to get divorced. 

 2   (我刚洗了车) than it began to rain cats and 
dogs. 

 3  They will not discuss about it any more;  (他
们也不会告诉别人) what they’ve seen. 

 4    (只有当你拥有足够的信心时) can you 
succeed in the end. 

 5  Only if you help me with the statistics  (我才

会接受这个具有挑战性的任务). 

Part three
Translation

1  Translate the following sentences into Chinese.

 1  According to a recent survey of 30,000 American males, two thirds of them are allergic 
to housework.

 
 2  My family are planning a three-day excursion to Hangzhou during the Spring Festival 

holiday.

 
 3  Therefore, it is expected by both parties that the current negotiation will not start from 

scratch or end up in void.

 
 4  If Spain falls into the financial crisis, then all current measures for dealing with the 

crisis will turn out to be inadequate. 

 
 5  If George had known the lecture was so tedious, he wouldn’t have gone to it and 

wasted the whole afternoon.
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 6  When I read English novels, I usually skim over the description of the characters’ psychology.

 
 7  Women in that country appealed to the government for assistance in resisting forced 

marriage.

 
 8  There are times when I feel my heart swell with anger at his actions which have harmed 

many innocent people.

 
 9  Throughout the speech, the president didn’t speak of the problems of poverty and racial 

discrimination of that area.

 
10  Being somewhat isolated, the inhabitants of this region developed a distinctive 

economic and cultural character.

 

2  Complete the following sentences by translating into English the Chinese given in  
brackets.

 1  They built huge houses in the 17th century in Moscow  
 (用传统的俄国建筑风格). 

 2   (如果你在这次竞争中调整了

你的策略), you would have made greater achievement than this.

 3  If you have already had a decision in your mind, you 
  (还不如坦白地告诉我们).

 4  People in this neighborhood wondered why Mr. Woods  
 (被神秘地暗杀了).

 5  The point is that it’s now time to  (认真对待

主席的丑闻事件). 

 6  Only when we get a new engine  (这台机器

才能再次正常运转).

 7  Experts say that kids of five-year-old can  (流
利地说母语了).

 8  I looked at his photo album in his drawer  (仅
仅是出于好奇).

 9  Since the police are here, could you please  
(具体地描述一下昨晚发生的事)? 

10  It was quite unexpected that I  
 (在街角一家杂货店偶然遇见了他). 
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3  Translate the following paragraph into English. 

剪纸是一种传统的中国民间艺术，拥有一千多年历史。剪纸所需的素材和工具很简单：一

些普通的纸张，一把剪刀足矣。一个心灵手巧的剪纸艺人可以剪出各种图案，无需图画模

板，有如变魔术一般。比如，将一张红纸折叠起来，然后剪上几刀，打开来便是一幅精美

的图画。在中国的很多地区，剪纸艺术都深受欢迎。

Part four
Reading comprehension

1  Banked cloze

Fill in the blanks by selecting suitable words from the word bank. You may not use any of 
the words more than once. 

The importance of learning foreign languages has been known in Afghanistan for a long 
time. English is reaching people through the media. Bilingual websites, mobile phones with  

1  messaging, English satellite television and movies, radio stations with English- 
language news – including the BBC World Service on 2  modulation – and several 
local English-language newspapers are having a(n) 3  on the Afghan way of life. 

The presence of large numbers of foreign residents has 4  to the growing numbers 
of bilingual store signs, street boards and restaurant menus. Even in remote towns, young 
students can be heard speaking in English. 

The penetration of English is now 5  nearly all sectors of Afghan society. Courses 
have been 6  to teach English to Afghan military personnel who often work alongside 

7  forces. Speaking English has become an important skill for members of the Afghan 
National Army and the Afghan National Police. It 8  them to communicate with their 
trainers from different countries of the 9  and understand each other. 
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English also helps members of the Afghan security forces to be considered for attendance at 

military schools in the UK and the US. President Hamid Karzai is a(n) 10  speaker of 
English and so are many members of the Afghan cabinet and state bureaucracy – a number 
have lived or studied in the West. It seems as if English has firmly established itself as the 
language of the future.

Word bank

A preventing  F impact  K frequency

 B affect  G cooperates  L enables

 C international  H alliance M	efficiency

 D text  I	 fluent  N launched

 E distinctive J	 influencing O contributed

2  Multiple choice questions

There are two passages followed by several multiple choice questions. Read the passages 
and choose the best answer to each question. 

Passage 1

One of Italy’s leading universities is going to switch to using the English language for 
instruction. The university has announced that from 2014 most of its degree courses – 
including all its graduate courses – will be taught and assessed entirely in English rather than 
Italian. This is one of the oldest universities in Milan and a flagship institution for science, 
engineering and architecture, which lays claim to a Nobel Prize winner. Almost one in three 
of all Italy’s architects are claimed as its graduates. So this is a significant step.

The waters of globalization are rising around higher education, and the university believes 
that if it remains Italian-speaking, it risks isolation and will be unable to compete as an 
international institution. Professor Azzone of this Italian university says that universities are 
in a more competitive world and if they want to stay with the other global universities, they 
have no other choice. He thinks that his university’s experiment will “open up a window of 
change for other universities”, predicting that in five to ten years other Italian universities 
with global ambitions will also switch to English.

But what is driving this cultural change? Professor Azzone says the university wants to 
reach the widest market in ideas, and English has become the language of higher education, 
particularly in science and engineering. When English is the language of international 
business, he also believes that learning in English will make his students more employable.

Anna, studying for a master’s degree in energy engineering, says she has to use English 
when writing emails in her internship with an Italian company, and is criticized if she uses 
Italian. She agrees with the move to English as it is likely to improve her career prospects, 
and she thinks it is great if the universities give students the tools to use their knowledge all 
over the world. She also says it is a more affordable way for Italian students to learn in an 
international environment, without the cost of studying overseas.
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1 What is the main idea of the passage? 
 A English is now adopted in all educational systems of Italy.
 B Teaching in English is a trend for Italian universities and it benefits the students.
 C Mastering English will help the graduates greatly in seeking employment.
 D There is a major cultural change of languages throughout the world.

2 Which of the following statements is true about this Italian university? 
 A All degree courses of this university will be taught and assessed in English.
 B Most degree courses of this university will be taught and assessed in Italian.
 C  Every graduate course of this university will be conducted and assessed in English.
 D  The graduate courses of this university will be conducted in both English and Italian.

3 The university believes that if it still uses Italian in teaching, it will . 
 A lose its leadership in college education in the world
 B be separated from the world and lose its competence as well
 C stay competitive in the international institutions worldwide
 D open up a window of change for other universities in the world

4  What does Professor Azzone think will happen to Italian universities in five to ten years? 
 A More universities with international ambitions will teach in English.
 B More universities will develop much stronger international ambitions.
 C Some universities in Italy will become more and more international.
 D Some universities will be more isolated in this competitive world.

5 What can we infer about Anna?
 A She has already graduated from college and is working for an Italian company.
 B She wants to study overseas and learn English in an international environment.
 C She says people who work for Italian companies have to write emails in English.
 D She agrees that English is quite essential and beneficial for her future career.

Passage 2

There is pin-drop silence in a crowded classroom at a government primary school in the northern 
Indian state of Bihar. The students are looking curiously at a radio set placed on a plastic chair in 
the middle of the classroom in the capital, Patna. They are all waiting for a new English lesson to 
begin – on the radio. The lesson is called “English Is Fun” and teaches the basics of the language 
to primary school students. The kids think it is very easy to learn English on the radio. Every day 
they wait for this class. Even if the teacher is not in the class they learn and enjoy the lesson.

Interestingly, though underdeveloped and dirt-poor, Bihar appears to be a trendsetter here – 
a recent federal government report finds that school students in the state are now faring 
better in English and mathematics than anywhere else in the country. This is a state where 
only 47 percent of people are literate as against the national average of nearly 65 percent.

So, for half an hour, four days a week, millions of primary students in Bihar today learn 
English through this radio lesson. Ever since the program began in November last year it has 
become an instant hit with the students.
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The Bihar Education Project created this English teaching radio program in collaboration 
with a US-based organization, the Education Development Center, and the United States 
Agency for International Development to boost primary education in the country.

The year-long interactive radio lessons are being broadcast by the four regional state-run 
All India Radio stations. The lessons cover seven million students attending 65,000 primary 
schools in all the 38 districts of the state. The state government has given 1,000 rupees to 
every primary school to purchase a radio set for this English learning program.

The program teaches the alphabet and words. There are interactive lessons in which students 
also pick up useful tips about traffic rules, health and so on. Teachers find the lessons useful. 
They think the program provides poor students of government schools with an opportunity 
to learn the English language and brush up their grammar while having fun.

1 What can we infer about India from the passage? 
 A India is a poor and illiterate developing country.
 B The education system of India is quite up-to-date.
 C In average, about 35 percent of its population are illiterate.
 D English teachers are not enough in primary schools.

2 The Bihar Education Project created the English teaching radio program to . 
 A improve the elementary education in India
 B help more people become literate in Bihar
 C make English more popular in the country
 D let kids enjoy their English learning process

3 What do we know about the English teaching radio program? 
 A About 65,000 students attend the radio lessons in a year.
 B Some primary schools even cannot afford to buy radio sets.
 C The program did not get popular at the very beginning.
 D Every district of Bihar has access to the radio lessons.

4 Which of the following will NOT be taught in the radio program? 
 A English letters and vocabulary. B Skills of writing an essay.
 C Common sense of people’s health. D Helpful advice about traffic rules.

5 What is the passage mainly talking about? 
 A English learning is becoming increasingly popular in all the states in India.
 B Indian primary school students have various difficulties in English learning.
 C  An English learning radio program gets successful in primary school teaching in India.
 D Both students and teachers in India have improved their English through a program.
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3  Short answer questions

There are two passages in this part. Each passage is followed by five questions or incomplete 
statements. Read the passages carefully and answer the questions or complete the 
statements.

Passage 1

Researcher David Graddol says two billion people, about a third of the people on the planet, 
will be learning English as it truly becomes a “world language”. This growth will see French 
declining internationally, while German is set to expand, particularly in Asia. But the UK 
Education Secretary, Charles Clarke, has warned against the “arrogance” of English speakers 
who fail to learn other languages. 

The Future of English, a report conducted in Edinburgh at a British Council conference 
on international education, has used computer modeling to forecast the onset of a 
“wave” of English learning around the world. In the year 2000, the British Council 
said there were about a billion English learners – but a decade later, this report says, the 
number has doubled. 

The research has looked at the global population of young people in education – including 
120 million children in Chinese primary schools – and how many countries are embedding 
English learning in their school systems. 

Speaking earlier at the same conference, Mr. Clarke argues that the British need to improve  
their language skills, and concedes that the country is still lagging behind in learning 
languages. He acknowledges frankly that it is dangerous to say English is the world language 
and Englishmen don’t have to worry about it. 

The report’s author Mr. Graddol, agrees that English speakers should not be contented 
because they can speak this increasingly widely used language. He says Chinese, Arabic and 
Spanish are also going to be key international languages. He thinks the fact that the world is 
learning English is not particularly a good news for native speakers who cannot also speak 
another language. The world is rapidly becoming multi-lingual and English is only one of 
the languages people in other countries are learning. 

He also says that the number of English learners will decline as English becomes a “basic skill” – 
learnt by primary-age children, rather than something that older children or adults might 
want to acquire later. He warns there could be a backlash against the global spread of 
English and a reassertion of national languages.

1  The Future of English report has forecast the beginning of a “wave” of  
.

2 Mr. Clarke suggests that Englishmen .
3  According to Mr. Graddol,  will be key 

international languages. 
4  From the last paragraph we can learn the number of English learners will decrease as 

.
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5 What is the passage mainly talking about?

 

Passage 2

Teaching children to read well from the start is the most important task of elementary 
schools. But relying on educators to approach this task correctly can be a great mistake. 
Many schools continue to employ instructional methods that have been proven ineffective. 
The staying power of the “look-say” or “whole-word” method of teaching beginning reading 
is perhaps the most flagrant example of this failure to instruct effectively. 

The whole-word approach to reading stresses the meaning of words over the meaning 
of letters, thinking over decoding, developing a sight vocabulary of familiar words over 
developing the ability to unlock the pronunciation of unfamiliar words. It fits in with the 
self-directed, “learning how to learn” activities recommended by advocates of “open” 
classrooms and with the concept that children have to be developmentally ready to begin 
reading. Before 1963, no major publisher put out anything but these “run-spot-run” readers. 

However, in 1955, Rudolf Flesch touched off what was called “the great debate” in 
beginning reading. In his best-seller Why Johnny Can’t Read, Flesch indicted the nation’s 
public schools for miseducating students by using the look-say method. He said – and more 
scholarly studies by Jeane Chall and Rovert Dykstra later confirmed – that another approach 
to beginning reading, founded on phonics, is far superior. 

Systematic phonics first teaches children to associate letters and letter combinations with 
sounds; it then teaches them how to blend these sounds together to make words. Rather than 
building up a relatively limited vocabulary of memorized words, it imparts a code by which 
the pronunciations of the vast majority of the most common words in the English language 
can be learned. Phonics does not devalue the importance of thinking about the meaning of 
words and sentences; it simply recognizes that decoding is the logical and necessary first step.

1  Relying on educators to teach children read well in elementary schools is a mistake. Why?

 
2  The whole-word approach to reading stresses developing a sight vocabulary of familiar 

words over .
3  Rudolf Flesch touched off what was called “the great debate” in   

.
4  Systematic phonics teaches children to associate letters and letter combinations with 

sounds and then teaches them to .
5 Phonics does not devalue the importance of .
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Part five
Writing
1  General writing

Write a composition of no less than 150 words based on the following outline. Use the 
useful words and expressions given in the box as many as possible.

English study in college

1 英语学习的重要性
2 我的英语学习状况
3 对英语学习的建议

Useful words and expressions

with the development of be aware of spare no effort to

English corner achieve the goal of as well

broaden one’s horizons make full use of get in touch with

overseas students foreign teachers

2  Practical writing

Addressing an envelope

On an envelope, both the address of the addressee and that of the writer should be clear 
and complete. The name and the address of the addressee are written in the middle part 
or the lower right corner of the envelope, while the name and the address of the writer are 
put down in the upper left corner. The block style or the indented style may be used when 
addressing an envelope. Please remember that in the address, the house number comes first 
with the road or street in the same line, then the town or city, then the province / state and 
the zip code, and finally the country if the letter is an international one.
If you ask Mr. Paul Thomas to pass on a letter to Professor Zhou Yong, you should write 
on the envelope “Professor Zhou Yong” first, followed by “c / o (which stands for ‘care 
of’) Mr. Paul Thomas” and Professor Zhou Yong’s address.

Write “Please Forward” if the letter should be sent to the person whose new address you 
do not know.

Mark the envelope with “With Photos”, “(Please) Do Not Bend” or “Photos Enclosed” if 
there are photos in it.
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Sample 1 (the block style)

David Smith
326 Casey Street
East Hampton, New York 11937
America

Professor Zhou Yong
Management School
Shandong University
27 Shanda Nanlu
Jinan, Shandong 250100
China

Sample 2 (the indented style)

David Smith
 326 Casey Street
  East Hampton, New York 11937
   America

Professor Zhou Yong
Management School

Shandong University
27 Shanda Nanlu

Jinan, Shandong 250100
China

Sample 3 (the block style)

David Smith
326 Casey Street
East Hampton, New York 11937
America

Professor Zhou Yong
c / o Mr. Paul Thomas
Management School
Shandong University
27 Shanda Nanlu
Jinan, Shandong 250100
China

1 Write an envelope according to the information given below.

A Chinese student George Liu will write a letter to his pen pal, Mike Smith. Mike’s address 
is: 36 Bridge Street, Frenchtown, New Jersey 08825, America. George’s address is: School of 
Foreign Studies, Nanjing University, 163 Xianlin Avenue, Nanjing, Jiangsu 210023, China. 
Please write an envelope for the letter. You’d better write it in the block style.
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2 Write an envelope according to the information given below.

A Chinese student Michael Xu will write a letter to his British friend, David Dawson. 
David’s address is: School of Engineering, University of Liverpool, Liverpool L69 3BX, 
United Kingdom. Michael’s address is: Department of Chemistry, Zhejiang University, 38 
Zheda Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310027, China. Please write an envelope for the letter. 
You’d better write it in the indented style. 
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